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red, brown, yellow, black, White: all colours used to describe 
people, somewhat contentiously, of culturally diverse backgrounds. 
the colourism, or discrimination based on skin colour (of even those 
of the same skin colour), that Dyer describes is what inspired me to 
examine the relationship between race and colour.2 in order to pres-
ent a subtler approach to this fraught territory, i opted to investigate 
the formal qualities of colour through colour theory. however, the 
selected works also allow us to consider different ways in under-
standing race for they stage their formal elements in performative 
ways which engage the public and thereby foster a reflection (in 
both senses of the word) on the politics of colour. 

“What is that i really see here? i see a bit unclearly in the picture, 
but in person i can see much better” with these words from Kika 
Nicolela’s video, i began my process. by asking myself how do i 
read and interpret works, i delved deeper in my ongoing research 
on the politics of identity, race, and performativity. using strate-
gies developed in previous curatorial experiences, i first focused 
my efforts on including a diverse range of artists in an attempt 
to present underrepresented groups—artists who each fulfilled a 
coloured niche. but i soon realized that this offered an all too quick 
resolution as it reaffirmed the classification of races by colour 
terms. to include or exclude an artist based on their cultural back-
ground was absurd and had become counterintuitive. this led me 
to instead examine colour through the frames of reference offered 
by vision and colour theory.

my practice as a performance artist informs how i engage with 
exhibitions, live performances, and conversations; correspond-
ingly, this perspective has coloured the development of this 
exhibition. interested in the viewers’ active engagement with the 
works, i view the performative as an enactment, either through 
live action, performance for documentation, or by the viewer’s 
engagement with the works. the works included in Red, Green, 
Blue ≠ White share a sensibility for subtle performative gestures; 
the marking of bodies through various means, the construction 
of identities through cosmetics and clothing, and the critique of 
white—white, the colour and the race.

Aryen Hoekstra’s Out of Focus (RGB) (2013) ironically both 
refutes and confirms the title of the exhibition. three slide projectors 

1 richard Dyer, White: 
essays on race and 
Culture (london: 
routledge, 1997), 
p. 48. “Painters and 
photographers have often 
rendered white people 
entirely or in large part 
literally white.” 

2 Alice Walker, “if the 
Present looks like the 
Past, What Does the 
Future look like” in in 
search of our mother’s 
Gardens: Womanist Prose 
(new york: harcourt 
inc. 1983), p. 290-91. 
According to Alice 
Walker, colourism is the 
“prejudicial or preferential 
treatment of same-race 
people based solely on 
their colour.”

devoid of slides beam light through a coloured filter whilst con-
tinuously auto-focusing. the red, green, and blue beams are posi-
tioned to converge into a rectangular field—a white or ‘non-image’ 
is thus created that represents the absence of colour. upon fur-
ther reflection however, one notices that the three beams result 
in a field of impure white; a not quite white. When a viewer inter-
cepts the projection throw, incidental colours are created because 
in instances when two primary colour sources overlap coloured 
silhouettes of yellow, red, green, pink, etc. appear which mark 
the body of the interceptor. in this gesture, the body acts similar 
to a prism—when the white light meets the body, a multitude of 
coloured refractions result. 

Brown Study Colour Line (2011) by Kristina Lee Podesva pres-
ents an analogous approach to an absolute, here we shift from 
pure white to melange brown. brown is a mixture of all paint 
colours, and has no place nor opposite on the colour wheel. Akin 
to hoekstra’s work, Podesva’s serigraph diptych employs the 
layering of colours in the Cmyk (Cyan, magenta, yellow, black) 
process of printing to create another—an other that becomes an 
inextricable mix or blend. Perspectives change as 
the viewer nears the work, at first glance, the two 
serigraphs seem matched in colour, but upon closer 
inspection one serigraph is composed of small dis-
tinguishable circles of cyan, yellow, magenta, and 
black, whereas the other serigraph is resolutely one 
brown layer. this dual composition muddies the 
colourist’s aspirations for clearly delineated differ-
ences, for brown is the inevitable resulting composi-
tion of the mixture of all colours. tempered by hues, 
brown represents the end product of the colour 
field. it blends and blurs the lines between race, thus 
causing a constant re-focusing. 

Colours in fact can shift from one to an other, 
they are performative agents. Consisting of instruc-
tions, black ink, paintbrushes, tweezers, and two 
bowls—one full of white rice, and the other empty, the viewer is 
invited to enact a gesture. Chun Hua Catherine Dong’s installa-
tion, titled Hourglass (2010), instructs the viewer to select and 

kristina lee Podesva,
Brown Study Colour Line, 
2011. image credit  
Guy l’heureux.

Red, gReen, blue ≠ White
by Johnson nGo

It would probably be a better world if we didn’t use colour terms 
at all to designate groups of people. Failing that, it might well be 
better if we used other terms, like pink, olive, and grey to refer 
to what we now call white people, partly because they are less 
loaded, partly because this would break up the monolithic identity, 
whiteness.1 -Richard Dyer, 1997

Chun hua Catherine Dong, 
Hourglass, 2010. image 
credit James Zhang.
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paint a grain of white rice black, then 
place it into the adjacent, empty bowl. 
this repeated action contributes to 
the tracking (and passing) of time, and 
allows for meditation on the symbolism 
of this gesture. the gesture of painting 
white rice to black renders the food 
inedible and the product becomes an 
archive of the action and marker of 
time. the whiteness of the rice repre-
sents the absence of colour, whereas 
the ink contrasts this with its opposite. 
David batchelor defines chromopho-
bia as the fear of corruption through 
colour, which is interpreted as danger-
ous and alien.3 Dong sets up this ges-
ture to embrace not just colour, but 
the darkest colour as a performative metaphor for the shifting 
power relations between the West and the rest.   

the activation of accumulation and the liveness of colour  are 
recurring themes in the exhibition, from the growing pile of black 
rice, to Golboo Amani’s and Manolo Lugo’s Covergirl (2012). in 
this three hour durational live-performance, the artists will conceal 
each other’s faces with all the available hues of Covergirl founda-
tion. From ‘ivory’ to ‘normal beige’ to ‘tawny’, each hue is purged 
from the face with a white handkerchief that is then displayed as a 
specimen for inspection within the gallery space.4 the specimens 
contain a ghost-like quality similar to that of the Shroud of Turin, 
they represent an indexical trace of each artists’ face. Foundation 
make-up professes to enhance beauty by masking imperfections; 
this gesture also conflates the gender of the artists as they mimic 
one an other and blur their individual identities. Furthermore, the 
homogenous hues problematize race since the available spectrum 
tellingly excludes darker complexions.5

As a kenyan-indian-Canadian, Brendan Fernandes reclaims 
his cultural hybridity through the act of tanning. Changing to 
Summer (2005) documents the gradation of the artist’s skin as 
textile motifs are emblazoned onto his body. With the paisley 
decals layered on top of each other, he then exposes his torso 
to uv tanning lights which render his skin into a range of differ-
ent tones and shades. this is a figurative attempt to reconcile his 
identities and hold on to his cultural histories. A tan, viewed by 
some with negative connotations of the working class and manual 
labour, here becomes a positive reclamation of the artist’s body 
and multicultural heritage.

the exhibition includes a second work by Chun Hua Catherine 
Dong titled After Olympia (2011). this photograph documents 
a three hour durational performance where the artist cleansed a 
white male subject’s body with rubbing alcohol before meticu-
lously licking his whole body. the title references edouard manet’s 
infamous painting Olympia (1863) and by extension the history 
of Western european Art and the tradition of objectifying the 
female body in paint. the artist comments on power relations as 
she subverts the original painting’s gendered composition. Dong 

stands in as an authoritative, medical figure instead of the black 
female ‘negress’ archetype in the referenced 19th century paint-
ing. in addition, a submissive, languid, white male body replaces 
the confrontational courtesan that the painting was named after. 
Dong marks the subject’s body with her saliva, leaving a trace of 
herself and her dominance over the male figure. the tables are 
turned, at least temporarily. the licks literally embody language, 
they claim language and thereby control. their measured sensual-
ity is empowered and empowering.

re-claiming power is paramount to critiques of colourism, but 
ambiguity can also be constructive. in self-portrait in alterNa-
tion between descension & ascension (2010), the single-channel 
video captures the artist Jude Norris’ in perpetual motion, yet 
stationary in elevation. Wearing a plains-style deer hide dress 
and regalia, the ‘sohkatisiw iskwewasakay’ or strong Woman 
Dress appears disjunctively traditional and archaic in contrast 
with the urban setting of an escalator and flanking staircases of 
the brooklyn library. stepping upwards and downwards on an 
escalator, norris is stuck in a mesmerizing limbo between two 
planes, symbolic of spiritual movement and the rigidity of ste-
reotypes about First nations People. the artist 
negotiates her identity as metis (Cree/Anish-
nawbe/russian/scottish Gypsy) of the Plains 
Cree affiliation, and through this treading 
action her head is continually bobbing above 
the centre of the frame (the horizon) as she 
navigates staked racial territories.

An awkward smile, yet receptive body lan-
guage was my initial reading of “What do you 
think of me?” (2009) by Kika Nicolela. i was 
drawn to the use of language in relation to 
colour and wanted to contextualize her work 
within a larger conversation around race and identity. “What do you 
think of me?” is the initiating and only question posed to gallery 
goers in Finland featured in the video. As these gallery goers hold 

Chun hua Catherine 
Dong, After Olympia, 2011. 
image credit hua Jin.

brendan Fernandes, 
Changing to Summer, 
2005. Courtesy of 
the artist and Diaz 
Contemporary, toronto.

Golboo Amani and manolo 
lugo, Covergirl, 2012. 
Courtesy of the artists.

3 David batchelor, 
Chromophobia (london: 
reaktion books ltd, 2000), 
p. 22-3. batchelor states 
that “colour has been the 
object of prejudice in 
Western culture”, where 
there have many attempts 
“to purge colour from 
culture, to devalue colour, 
to diminish its significance, 
to deny its complexity.”

4 in this case, instead of 
colour being dangerous 
and inessential, the various 
hues of ‘white’ foundation 
are seen as superficial, 
quite literally cosmetic and 
are purged from the faces 
of the artists. batchelor, 
p. 23

5 homi bhabha, “of 
mimicry and man: the 
ambivalence of colonial 
discourse,” in the location 
of Culture (new york: 
routledge, 1994), p. 
85-92. becoming ‘white’ 
by [colonial] mimicry 
reforms the artists as a 
recognizable other, “as a 
subject of difference that 
is almost the same, but not 
quite [white].”
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Golboo Amani is a toronto-based interdisci-
plinary artist who creates works focused on 
process and research in a variety of media 
including photography, performance, space 
intervention, digital media, and participatory 
practice. she received her bachelor of Fine 
Art from emily Carr university of Arts + Design 
and is currently completing her master of 
visual studies at the university of toronto. her 
work has been shown internationally in venues 
including the FADo emerging Artist series, 
trAnsmuteD, and live.

Chun Hua Catherine Dong is a Chinese-born 
performance artist living in Canada. she gradu-
ated from emily Carr university of Arts + Design 
and holds an mFA from Concordia university. 
she has performed internationally in venues 
such as the kaunas biennial, the international 
Festival and Conference for live Art and Perfor-
mance studies, and m:st. her research is sup-
ported by the social sciences and humanities 
research Council, Concordia university and 
the british Columbia Arts Council.

born in kenya of indian descent, Brendan 
Fernandes immigrated to Canada in 1989. he 
completed the independent study Program 
of the Whitney museum of American Art and 
earned his mFA from the Western university and 
his bFA from york university. he has exhibited 
widely including exhibitions at the solomon 
r. Guggenheim museum, the museum of Art 
and Design new york, the musée d’art con-
temporain de montréal, the national Gallery 
of Canada, mAss moCA, the Andy Warhol 
museum, and the Guangzhou triennial. Fer-
nandes has participated in numerous residency 
programs including the lower manhattan Cul-
tural Council’s Work space and swing space. 
he was an ontario representative for the sobey 
Art Award. Fernandes is based between toronto 
and new york.

Aryen Hoekstra was born in edmonton. he 
received a bFA from the university of Alberta 
and an mFA from the university of Guelph. 
hoekstra has exhibited across Canada, includ-
ing G Gallery, olga korper Gallery, XPACe 
Cultural Centre,  latitude 53, and harcourt 
house. hoekstra currently lives in toronto.

Manolo Lugo is a mexican-born toronto-based 
artist and educator working in performance, 

video, photography, and sculptural practices. 
he has performed and exhibited internation-
ally in venues including the university of 
toronto Art Centre, trAnsmuteD, live and 
visualeyez. he received a bFA from emily Carr 
university of Arts + Design and recently com-
pleted a masters of visual studies at the uni-
versity of toronto.

Kika Nicolela is a brazilian artist and indepen-
dent curator based in são Paulo. her works 
include video, installations, performance and 
photography. she has participated in nearly 100 
solo and collective exhibitions internationally, in 
institutions such as the museum of image and 
sound, Paço das Artes, Centro maria Antonia, 
Galeria vermelho, Gallery tPW, kW institute for 
Contemporary Art, museum ludwig, Gallery 
loop, randall scott Gallery, institut suédois, 
Point ephémère, and Galeria Dels Àngels. her 
videos have been screened and awarded in 
festivals of more than 35 countries. in 2010, 
she had a retrospective of her videos at the 
museum of modern Art in salvador, brazil.

Jude Norris (aka tatakwan) is a multi-disciplin-
ary metis (Cree/Anishnawbe/russian/scottish 
Gypsy) artist of Plains Cree cultural affiliation. 
Jude’s work focuses on relationship—to self, 
others, animal world, earth, culture, commu-
nity, territory, technology, spirit world, time/
timelessness and the ‘Great mystery’ —and 
the placement of those relationships in con-
temporary situations. Jude is a recipient of 
the Chalmer’s Arts Fellowship. her work has 
been screened and exhibited internationally, 
and can be found in the collections of major 
museums across turtle island.

Kristina Lee Podesva is an artist, writer, 
educator and editor at Fillip. Participating in 
exhibitions internationally, she has shown at 
institutions such as Artspeak, border Gallery, 
Darling Foundry, museum of Contemporary Art 
Denver, tate modern, Dorsky Gallery, and the 
Power Plant. her artwork has been published 
in books such as Nonsite, Secret Publicity, and 
The F Word. she is also co-editor of the publi-
cations Institutions by Artists: Volume 1, 100% 
Vancouver and the forthcoming Tradition 
versus Modernity. she currently teaches in the 
Curatorial Practice and masters programs at the 
California College of the Arts in san Francisco 
and emily Carr university of Arts + Design.

aRtists  
biogRaphies

the camera, they describe the artist, commenting in their native 
tongue; these responses are the first impressions of the gallery 
goers as they become active participants in the work. the result for 
the viewers of the video is a heightened awareness of the stakes of 
difference between the camera-wielding gallery goers and the artist 
as the former focus on the physical characteristics of the latter. 
using descriptors such as ‘coffee’, ‘licorice hair’, ‘sunshine face’, 
and ‘carnival’, Finnish locals make assumptions 
about her cultural heritage and racialize her 
body—all this, due to the language barrier, is 
unbeknownst to the artist.

one could posit that white has been the 
dominant colour in most domains, including 
art. White is a predominant hue for skin tones 
in painting and the symbol of the enlighten-
ment.6 this is indicated by the tradition of using 
ceruse, or white lead, and powders, to cover 
and whiten one’s skin as a symbol of status, per-
petuating the correlation between whiteness 
(both race and colour) and beauty.7 through 
the mixture of paint, the accumulation of light, the layering of inks, 
the application of make up, the works selected for this exhibition 
highlight the formal qualities of colour as a means to understand 
race and the construction of identity and thereby debunk colour-
ist readings of people. the performative elements of the works 
instill shifts in the relationship between the viewer’s body, vision, 
and consequent understanding. the symbol ‘≠’ fosters a conversa-
tion about race, extending from an awareness of inequalities to the 
artistic presentation of shifting perspectives. 

Jude norris, self-portrait 
in alterNation between 
descension & ascension, 
2010. Courtesy of artist 
and vtape.

kika nicolela, What do 
you think of me?, 2009. 
Courtesy of artist  
and vtape.

6 Dyer, p. 70.
7 Dyer, p. 48.



OPENING RECEPTION
Wednesday september 18, 5 - 8pm
A Free shuttle bus departs from mercer 
union at 6pm, returns for 8:30pm. 

FREE CONTEMPORARY ART BUS TOUR
sunday october 20, 12 – 5:30pm
Guided tours of blackwood Gallery, koffler 
Gallery’s off-site project, Art Gallery of york 
university and Doris mcCarthy Gallery.  
rsvP to dmg@utsc.utoronto.ca or call  
416-287-7007.

ARTISTS-IN-RESIDENCE
brendan Fernandes: oct 21 – nov 1
kristina lee Podesva: nov 21 – Dec 1

ARTIST TALK: Brendan Fernandes 
thursday october 24, 5:30pm – 7pm
in conjunction with the masters of visual 
studies (mvs) Pro seminar  and the  
Jackman humanities institute 
north borden building, rm 229
563 spadina Crescent, toronto on

ARTIST TALK: Kristina Lee Podesva
Wednesday november 27, 6 - 7pm 
Co-presented by the toronto reel Asian 
international Film Festival
in conjunction with the Jackman  
humanities institute 
170 st. George street, 10th Floor,  
toronto on

Blackwood Gallery
university of toronto mississauga
3359 mississauga road north 
mississauga, ontario
l5l 1C6, Canada
905.828.3789 
www.blackwoodgallery.ca
blackwood.gallery@utoronto.ca

Gallery Hours
monday - Friday: 12 - 5pm
Wednesday: 12 - 9pm
saturday - sunday: 12 - 3pm
Admission is Free

2013 BILLBOARD
Chun hua Catherine Dong
After Olympia, 2011
on view 24/7 from september 3rd 2013 to 
may 1st 2014 outside the William Davis  
building, utm campus.

OFFSITE PROJECT
Brown Globe (2007)
by kristina lee Podesva
installed at various locations across GtA.
Co-presented by the toronto reel Asian
international Film Festival
For more information:  
http://www.reelasian.com
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Poster image credit: Aryen hoekstra, Out of 
Focus (RGB), 2013. Courtesy of the artist.


